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Summary

This report is devoted to the design of smearing filters, which

serve to combat impulse noise occurring in data transmission

systems. The filters are restricted to have binary, ternary or

quinary coefficients so as to facilitate their digital

implementation. A design method is introduced which allows the

identification of filters that achieve a satisfactorily suppression

of pulse-like disturbances without increasing intersymbol

interference in the system to intolerable levels. The method is

first explained and used for a highly simplified system model, and

its results are compared to previously established results. A

subsequent generalization of the design method then enables the

identification of smearing filters suitable for application in an

I.S.D.N. environment. Examples of such filters are presented.



INTRODUCTION

The existing analog telephone network will gradually evolve into an

all digital network the integrated services digital network

(I.S.D.N.). This network will be suited for the simultaneous

transmission of digitized speech and other types of digital

information. For economic reasons it is important to look for

transmission methods that are viable on existing facilities. This is

especially true for the extensive local network, which is

characterized by a number of imperfections such as: cable loss,

crosstalk and noise (background as well as iapulsive noise). The

effects of aost of these i.perfections are eliminated or reduced by

the very sophisticated digital transmission units available today.

However little attention has been paid in the design of such units

to reduce the effects of concentrated pulse-like disturbances

occurring at irregular instants, called iapulse noise. The effects

of this kind of noise can become predominant on switched

connections, especially at higher data rates. Impulse noise may stem

from crosstalk of dialing tones transported by neighboring telephone

lines.

A possible way to combat impulse Doise is to insert so-called

smearing and desmearing filters at both ends of the connection.

The energy of impulsive Doise is concentrated in a relatively short

time interval when compared to the data rate. The large amplitude of

the impulse noise aay cause errors in the detector. A desmearing

filter is inserted in the receiver to reduce the aaximum amplitude

of the impulse noise. The effect of a desmearing filter is that the

impulse noise is spread out uniformously over a larger time interval

(figure 1). The maximal amplitude is reduced if the total energy of

the impulse noise remains the same. The reduction of the maximal

amplitude of the impulsive noise is one important aspect in

designing smearing filters.

The effect of the addition of the desmearing filter on the data

signal has to be as small as possible. The distortion caused by the

desmearing filter should be compensated with a smearing filter in

the transmission unit. The net effect upon the data in the ideal
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case is merely a delay. However, in practice the two filters are not

exactly complementary. This causes intersymbol interference. The

intersymbol interference is another important aspect in designing

smearing filters.

The principle of smearing filters has been known for more than 20

years now. The design of the smearing filters has conventionally

been based on the following desired properties :

1. all-pass character istics for both the smearing and desmearing

filter.

2. a linearly increasing (decreasing) group delay of the smearing

(desmearing) filter in the prescribed frequency band such that both

fil ters are complementary (i.e.. the cascade of the fil ters is

equivalent with a flat delay).

This approach is typically based on frequency domain considerations.

The design of the classical smearing filters is aotivated by the

fact that a linearly varying group delay causes different frequency

components of the pulse disturbance to arrive at different instants

of time. Such a separation of frequency components does not

guarantee a minimum of the amplitude of the smeared pulse. which in

data transmission context is the most important factor. Moreover

digital filters with above mentioned properties can be rather

complicated. The complexity involved with their implementation is

the third important aspect in designing smearing filters.

Three factors determine the design of smearing filters

1. a reduction of the maximal amplitude of the impulse noise.

2. a maximum tolerable amount of intersymbol interference.

3. and a premise that the designed smearing filters can be

implemented easily.
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SECTION 1. Ideal transmission system

1. Model for ideal transmission system

1.1 System model

Our starting point for the design of saearing filters is the

simplified aodel of the transmission system given in figure 2. The

model is a time discrete model of a transmission system. The input

data zen) can assume values from the alphabet {-1.+1}. We assume

that we have uncorrelated input data. We assume for the time being

that we have an ideal transfer function between the transmitter and

receiver. The medium between the transmitter and receiver is

loss-free and it does not have any phase distortion. In section 2 we

will take non perfect transmission properties into account.

We assume that the impulse noise 1(n). injected into the channel.

occurs during a short time interval. and that the distance between

two adjacent pulses is larger than the length of the impulse

response of the desmearing fi1 ter. For the analysis. we model the

impulse noise by a single pulse with amplitude K (relative to the

data) occurring at an arbitrary tiae instant nO.

i(n) - K () (n-nO) (1)

The impulse noise passes the desmearing filter only: therefore. each

impulse is smeared in time so that its effect on the signal

regeneration may be considerably reduced. The input signal x(n) has

to pass the desmearing filter as well. To compensate the distortion

caused by the desmearing filter on the input signal x(n). we

introduce a smearing filter in the transmission unit (figure 3). The

input signal x( n) passes both smearing and desmearing fil ter. The

impulse noise passes only the desmearing filter. A distinction

between the data signal and the impulse noise can therefore be made.

8



The impulse response of the smearing and desmearing filters are

denoted by sm(n) and dsm(n). For the time being. we assume that both

impulse response have the same length N.

The presence of the two smearing filters in the transmission system

give rise to intersymbol interference. The impulse response of the

transmission system without smearing filters is given by 0 (n). The

impulse response of the transmission 8ystem with 8mearing filters is

a disturbed version of O(n). In the ideal ca8e. the cascade of the

two filters should be a .ere delay over, say, NO samples, i.e.,

o(n-NO)' but in practice, the two filter8 are Dot exactly

complementary, and therefore we find

(811·dsm)(n) - 0 (n-NO) + ~(n)' (2)

where the operation "." denotes convolution and f3 (n) gives the

deviation from the ideal 8ituation.

Therefore the output signal y(n), given the input x(n). can be

written as

y(n) - x(n-N
O

) + (x* (3)(n) + K dsm(n-n
O

) (3)

Equation 3 clearly shows the two k.inds of interference present in

the output 8ignal. The term (x*{3 )(n) is the intersymbol

interference caused by nonperfect matching of the two filters. The

additional term K dsm(n-n
O

) is the 811eared disturbance impulse. The

term (x. (3)(n) is always present in the output. The 8meared impulse

noise will occur at irregular instants.

9



1.2 Merit factors and constraints

The most important feature of a desmearing filter is its smearing

efficiency, which indicates the amount by which the amplitude of a

single pulse is reduced after passing the desllearing fUter. To

.easure this smearing efficiency, we introduce a first .erit factor
F

1
:

.axi.ulI amplitude of i.pulse Doise

F •
1

(4)

.axillum amplitude of a.eared i.pulse Doise

The merit factor F1 can be written as

max K O(n-n O)
1

F • n • (5)
1

max I K dsm(n-nO) I max dsm(n)
n n

be small co.pared to 0 (n-NO)' As our next

introduce therefore the aecond merit factor

cOllponent .ust

good additionalthereceivingtheat

we

detectionsignal

13 (n)

criterion,

For

design

F
2

:

1

F •
2

VI:.
n

(6)

The filters we are looking for must have large values of both F1 and

F2 •
Without further constraints, the optimization of F1 is trivial as F1
can be made arbitrarily large by decreasing the gain of the
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desmearing filter and correspondingly increasing the gain of the

smearing filter. Increasing the power of the transmitted signal is a

very useful technique to improve the signal to noise ratio, but not

the one we are now looking for. Therefore, we add the constraint

that the transmitted power P is fixed :
tr

p • 1tr
(7)

This transmitted power constraint leads to equation 8 as the input

aignal x(n) is uncorrelated and can take values from the alphabet

{-l,+l}.

D

2
am (n) • I (8)

The value of FI can still be made arbi trarily large by decreasing

the gain of the desmearing filter. However, the maximum amplitude of

the system impulse respODse then decreases as well. For a good

comparison of a system without and with amearing filters, one should

compare the signal to Doise ratios of both systems. If the maximal

signal amplitude is kept the same, then a good comparison of both

systems reduces to a comparison of the maximal amplitudes of the

impulse noise in both systems as given by Fl.

The coefficients of the desmearing filter are therefore constrained

by the requirement that the maximum amplitude of the impulse

response of the transmission system with amearing filters is equal

to unity

max I (sm*dsm)(n) I • I
n

(9)

The smearing filters should have a small additional component ~(n)
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compared to l> (n-N
O

) (2). The maximum of the impulse response

(sm*dsm)(n) is therefore obtained for n-NO• Equation 9 reduces to

equation 10.

I (sm*dsm)(NO) I • 1 (l0)

Equation 10 formulates the second constraint which has to be imposed

on the s.earing filters.

The purpose of our approach is to find impulse response s.(n') and

dsm(n), n· 0,1, •••• , N-1 of length N such that a large value of

'1 and a sufficiently large value of '2 are obtained.

12



2. Considerations for optimization

2.1. Optimization for F1 binary sequences

Beenker, Claasen and van Gerwen [1] have derived a true upper bound

for Fl' given the model of the transmission system described in

chapter 1.

(11)

The impulse response functions of the .mearing filters that have a

aaximum .mearing efficiency consist entirely of binary coefficients

(formula 12) as proven in [1].

1

dsm(n) •

1

sm(n) • ---

b(n) n • 0, I, ••• , N-l

n • 0, I, ••• , N-l

(12 a)

(12 b)

b(n) 6 { -I, 1 } n • 0, I, ••• , N-l (12 c)

It is obvious that apart from the optimal smearing efficiency,

binary impulse response functions have the additional and important

advantage that the corresponding filters can be implemented without

the need for multiplications.
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With respect to the smearing efficiency. all binary sequences b(n)

of length N yield the same value of the first merit factor. viz.

Fl· Vii· This does not mean that all binary sequences are equally

good because we have to keep the intersymbol interference under

control as well. Therefore. we have to find binary sequences such

that the correspond ing second mer it factor is suff iciently large.

For dsm(n) and sm(n) given by (12) with NO • N-l, F2 as given by (6)

can be written as

N N

(13)

,
N - 1

L
k • 1

•

k<>O

F •2

where

N - 1

R(k) a bel) b(l+k) (14)

1 • 0

th
is the k autocorrelation coefficient of the binary sequence ben).

Clearly. R(O) is the largest one and equals N. The other

coefficients are called off-peak coefficients. They 8atisfy R(k) •

R(-k).

Golay [3] has shown that the second merit factor of very long binary

sequences is bounded from above by a constant, viz.

<
F2 • V 12.32 • 3.51 (10.9 dB) (15)

This bound is most likely a true upper bound for binary sequences of
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any N. except for the so called Barker sequence of length 13 for

which F2 • 3.75. Apart from two isolated cases (N • 11. F2 • 3.48

and N • 13. F2 • 3.75). no binary sequence has been found that even

approaches this bound. Therefore it is not known what values of F2
can actually be achieved for binary sequences with large values of

N.
Our attention so far has been focussed on obtaining binary .equences

having a large F2 • The .ain rea.on for only considering binary

lequences is that any binary lequence is opti.al with respect to the

first .erit factor. Fl.

2.2 Ternary sequences

To obtain the maximum value for Fl' one Ihould confine onesel f to

filters having binary coefficients. These filters have the

additional and important advantage that they are easy to implement.

These simple filters. however. cause too much intersymbol

interference to be of any use. even if they are designed such that

they cause as little intersymbol interference as possible. For

feasibility studies have .hown that a value of 25 dB for F2 is

required for a sufficiently low bit-error rate in an existing

transmission Iystem (I.S.D.N.) of lection 2.

F2 can be increased by allowing the coefficients of the Imearing

fil ters to assume arbitrary real values. As .tated before. we are

trying to devise smearing filters which can be implemented easily.

In section 2 we discuss the implementation of the Imearing filters

further. To run ahead of things. we may .ay that a real valued

smearing filter with a real valued desmearing filter with long

impulse responses are too difficult to implement.

A good compromise can be found by allowing the coefficients of both

the smearing filters to assume ternary or quinary values. The value

for F2 therewith increases while retaining almost the same value of

Fl. It is therefore important to look at ternary and quinary filters

as well.
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2.3 Complementary smearing filters

In paragraph 2.1 we have seen that an optimization of F1 lead s to

complementary binary smearing filters. In our search for good

smearing filters we have restricted ourselves to complementary

filters. The reason for this restriction is twofold :

1. Fil ters, in general, may cause two kinds of distortion of the

signal, i.e. amplitude distortion and phase distortion. By chosing

the smearing filter complementary to the desmearing filter, we

eliminate the phase distortion; the phase of the transfer function

of the cascade of both the smearing filters is linear as a function

of the frequency. We only have to concern ourselves with amplitude

distortion (paragraph 2.4).

2. The number of coefficients in both smearing filters adds up to

2N. By choosing the smearing filter complementary to the desmearing

fil ter, we can only choose the N coefficients of the desmearing

filter freely. As the complexity of our problem increases

exponentially as a function of the number of coefficients, this

restriction reduces the number of investigated smearing filters

tremendously and therewith the computation time.

The shape of the impulse response function for the complementary

smearing filters are :

1

dsm(n) • ben)
y;iO)

1

n • 0, I, ••• , N-l (16 a)

sm(n) • n • 0, I, ••• , N-l (16 b)

in which R(k) represents the autocorrelation function of the binary,

ternary or quinary sequence ben). The smearing filter is chosen

complementary to the desmearing filter. The amplitudes of the

16



impulse responses of both smearing and desmearing filter are changed

in order to fulfil the imposed constraints on the smearing filters

(chapter 1 equation 8 and 10).

The equations 5 and 6 for F
1

and F
2

are with (16) generalized to

ternary and quinary sequences (equation 17),

F1 • \I 1(0) I .ax b(n)
n

1(0) R(O)

F •2 •
N - 1

L
k • 1

(17)

2.4 Frequency domain requirements

Using Parseval's relation it can be 8een that 8equences with an

optimal F2' as given by (17), correspond with 8equences with a

.aximally flat amplitude 8pectrum. Indeed let B(w) be the Fourier

transform of a 8equence, b(k), i.e.

N - 1

B(w) • L
k • 0

b(k) e - jwk -1r( w (1r (18)

Then the power 8pectrum S(w) is given by

N - 1

S(w). I B(w)1 2 • L R(k) e - jwk

k--N+1

17
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According to Parseval's relation we have

1
N - 1

L
k • -(N-I)

7r

J
27r -7r

2
S (w) d w (20)

Bence the aerit factor F
2

, a8 given by (17), can be written as

R(O)

As

(2I)

R(O) • (22)

the denominator of F2 can be written as

1
{

7r

J27r _ 7r •

{_
I J7r

( Sew) - R(O) )2 d w }1/2
27r _ 7r

(23)

Hence the .erit factor F2 is large if Sew) is almost constant and

equal to R(O) for all w. This means that sequences with a large

second merit factor must have a reasonably flat amplitude spectrum.

The power spectrum Sew) of a sequence or equivalently the amplitude

of the transfer function B(w) determines the second merit factor. F2

18



is only determined by the amplitude of the transfer function B(w)

and not by its phase! The reason for this is that the smearing

filter is chosen complementary to the desmearing filter. The phase

of the transfer function of the cascade of smearing and desmearing

filter therefore increases linearly as a function of the frequency.

There is no phase distortion, only amplitude distortion and only the

amplitude of the transfer function will determine the second merit

factor.

2.5 Skew-symmetry

We are looking for long aequences with a aaximally flat amplitude

apectrum, or equivalently an autocorrelation function with ainimum

off-peak autocorrelation coefficients. By exhaustive computer search

the aaximum second aerit factors for binary aequences up to N • 32

have been found. With the exception of exhaustive aearch there is no

aethod known that is guaranteed to lead to optimum sequences. For

large values of N, however, an exhaustive search becomes absolutely

prohibitive. Therefore we have devised a restricted search, which,

although aotivated somewhat heuriBtically, yield results that are

worth mentioning.

We are trying to design smearing filters with a finite iapulse

reBponBe ( a FIR filter) of length N. We DOW focUB our attention to

Don-cauBal FIR amearing filterB. The treatment of our problem

becomeB easier ky deBigning non-cauBal filters without 10sB of

generality.

Golay [4] aade the restriction to skew-symmetric sequenceB, which

are defined aB follows. A sequence z(-L), •••• , z(L) of odd length

N • 2 L + 1 is called skew-symmetric if

k
z(-k) • (-1) z(k) k • 0, 1, ••• ,L (24)

Again by exhaustive search Golay obtained the optimum merit factors

for such sequences of odd length up to N • 59. In the following the
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corresponding sequences will be called Golay sequences.

A rationale for restricting the search to skew-symmetric sequences

is that all autocorrelation coefficients R(k), k odd, can then be

shown to equal zero. This is advantageous for maximizing the second

merit factor. Moreover it saves computation time. The even

coefficients of R(k) could become large by restricting oneself to

skew-symmetric sequences which could mean that such a restriction is

a bad choice indeed. For smaller values of N the optimum second

aerit factor and the maximum second merit factor of binary

8kew-8ymmetric sequences are known. The corresponding maximum second

aerit factors of binary skew-symmetric sequences, although not

necessarily optimum for all binary sequences, are generally not too

far off. This means that the even coefficients of R(k) can be .ade

small as veIl.

The transfer function of a skew-symmetric sequence satisfies the

following property for all w

Z( 1£' - v ). Z(w) (25)

This is easily verified by using the definition of the Fourier

Transform. We see that both the amplitude and the phase of the

spectrum Z(w) in the interval T/2 to 3 T/2 are determined by the

8pectrum in the interval - 1£'/2 to T/2. We can choose half of the

coefficients in the time domain. Equivalently, half of the spectrum

is determined by the other half. From equation 25 follows

arg( Z( l£'-w) ) • arg( Z(w) ) and for the group delay T(w)

T ( 11'" -w) • - T(w). For a continuous T(w) one should therefore

require th.at T (11'" /2) equals zero.

As the sequences are real-valued Z(w) has also to satisfy

Z(w) • Z(-w)

where the bar denotes the complex conjugation.

20
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A requirement in the time domain that the sequence zen) should be

real valued and skew-symmetric leads to requirements in the

frequency domain (25 and 26). Vice versa, one can easily show that

those two frequency domain requirements (25) and (26) lead to a real

valued skew-symmetric sequence zen).

Following Golay we also restricted ourselves to skew-symmetric

sequences of odd length. For large values of N (N~61) an exhaustive

search becomes absolutely prohibitive even for skew-symmetric

sequences. The problem of judging the performance of the search

aethod for long skew-symmetric sequences is that the actual optimum

value for F2 is not known. The optiaum values for F
2

skew-sym~etric

sequences and for sequences in general are Dot known. Only for

binary sequences an asymptotic upper bound is known (15). No upper

bound is known for (skew-symmetric) ternary and quinary sequences.

21



3. Search method

3.1 Principle of our search method

In chapter 2 we have seen that sequences with a large
factor have a reasonably flat amplitude spectrum (21

search method for finding sequences with a good F2 • is

frequency domain consideration. For the time being

concerned with binary sequences with a high value for

we viII generalize our search method to ternary

second merit

and 23). Our

based on that

we are only

F2 • Later on

and quinary

sequences.

Instead of using a Fourier Transform. ve viII use a Discrete Fourier

Transform (DFT). Numerous books describe the close relation between

both transforms. Subtle differences. however. do exist. The linear

convolution in a Fourier Transform opposed to the cyclic convolution

in a DFT is one of these differences. Cyclic convolution equals the

linear convolution in the fundamental interval by choosing the

length of a DFT appropriate. The length of the DFT is for the time

being chosen to equal the length of the smearing filter. N.

We can expect a high value for F2 if the amplitude spectrum is

smooth. We will therefore set out our design by considering a flat

amplitude spectrum (27).

A(k) • (27)

The corresponding sequence in the time domain will be complex valued

if we chose the phase +(k) at liberty. The phase +(k) should be

chosen such that the corresponding time sequence is real valued

(28). The phase +(k) limited by this constraint can in principle be

chosen arbitrarily.
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+(-k) • - +(k) (28)

The next step in our design procedure is the calculation of the

corresponding time domain sequence a(n) by inverse DFT (figure 4).

The corresponding sequence a(n) has an infinite F2 , because its

amplitude spectrum is completely flat. The sequence itself has !!!!
valued elements. However, we want to design binary aequences. By

taking the aign of each element of the real valued aequence a(n) ve

obtain a binary aequence ben). (Here aign of z equals +1 if z>O and

-1 otherwise.)

It viII be clear that the quantization affects the amplitude

apectrum of the binary aequence, ao that it vill no longer be flat.

The value of F2 of the binary aequence ben) is therefore no longer

infinite.

The reason why ve construct a binary aequence out of a flat

amplitude spectrum by this procedure is clear. We expect that the

amplitude spectrum of that binary sequence will be reasonably flat.

However. there is no guarantee that the amplitude spectrum of that

binary sequence ben) will be flat indeed.

We now iteratively generate new aequences by adapting the amplitude

apectrum. If the frequency apectrum of the old binary sequence and

the new aequence are denoted as BO(k.) and Bn(k.) respectively then

the amplitude and phase apectra of the new aequence are derived as

follows

(29)

Experiments show that I.S is a good value for a. The distance of

IBn(k)1 to 1 is by construction smaller than the distance of IBO(k)1

to 1. The elements of the corresponding sequence bn(n) are again

real valued. We quantize and then calculate the second merit factor.
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apectrum
I

different

The spectrum of the resulting quantized sequence b (n) then serves
n

as starting point for the next iteration (29). This iteration

process is repeated until no further improvements in the second

merit factor are obtained.

We expect that the new binary sequence which results from this

iteration process will not differ much from the old binary sequence

bO(n). We can also expect that the new binary sequence has a higher

value for F2 than the old one. The second aerit factor aight improve

by changing aome of the elements of the old binary sequence bO(n)

into their complementary values.

The whole procedure, atarting with a flat .aplitude

together with an iteration process, 1a repeated with

choices for the initial phase +(k) in equation 27.

3.2 Consequences of skew-symmetry

Our sear ch aethod outlined in paragraph 3.1 1s not confined to

skew-symmetric aequences. Following Golay [4] .nd Beenker [1,2] we

restricted ourselves to skew-symmetric sequences. A restriction to

skew-symmetric sequences also has its repercussions in the frequency

domain in particular for a chosen phase spectrum +(k). The frequency

domain properties of a real valued skew-symmetric sequence zen) have

been discussed in chapter 2.5 formula 25 and 26. We see that the

choice of the phase +(k) is limited by our requirements that the

sequence is skew-symmetric and real. The phase +(k) can only be

freely chosen in the interval ranging from k-O to M/4.

If we want to use an N point OFT then we are lAcing a problem. We

can not translate the frequency domain properties of a Fourier

Transform of a akew-symmetric sequence into simple OFT properties.

This can be seen as follows. A OFT is 1n fact a sampled Fourier

Transform. The samples are taken at equidistant points, i.e. at w 

2 1r kIN (see figure 5). This aeans that .. 7r can not be represented

by an integer k, if N is odd. Of course, there will be a dependency

between the samples A( k) in the frequency domain for an N point s

OFT, if the time sequence is skew-symmetric. It is, however,

difficult to pin point this dependency.
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We shall therefore use an M point Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). We

name an M point DFT an M point FFT if M is a power of two. A real

skew-symmetric sequence has the following properties using an M

points FFT as can be seen by using the definition of an FFT.

A(M/2-k) • A(k)

(30)

A(-k) • A(k)

We see that both amplitude and phase of A(k) for k- M/4+1, ••• , M-l

are determined by A(k) for k-O, ••• , M/4.

We are now facing another problem. An M point inverse FFT returns M

time samples. We want to construct a sequence of length N. This

means that M-N consecutive time samples should be zero. We need an

interpolation formula in the frequency domain which guarantees that

M-N consecutive time samples are zero after using an inverse FFT. If

we have chosen N frequency components, the interpolation formula

calculates the remaining M-N dependent frequency components. This

interpolation formula assumes an elegant form due to the

skew-symmetry of the sequence (appendix A).

Frequency components are chosen twice in our search aethod : in the

initialization (27) and in the iteration process (29). At these two

points, we have to bear in mind that the corresponding time domain

sequence should have a length N and that we should use this

interpolation formula.

A disadvantage of such an interpolation formula is that it changes

the amplitude of some of the frequency components. A change in

amplitude is certainly not desired in the initialization, where an

infinite F2 is created by a flat amplitude spectrum. A change in

amplitude might not be desirable if the amplitude spectrum is

adapted in the iteration process.
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3.3 Choice of phase +J!l

We now take a closer look at the initialization in our search method

(figure 4). We shall focus our attention on how the phase should be

chosen in order to obtain sequences with high values for F2 • We have

seen that the phase +(k) could be chosen arbitrarily provided that
1. the corresponding time samples are real valued and

2. skew-symmetry is guaranteed.

The phase, limited by these two constraints, was further chosen

arbitrarily. The results. obtained with a limited arbitrary phase,

were rather poor.

Beenker [1.2] observed that aost of the Golay sequences resembled

chirp-like sequences. A chirp signal has the following frequency

domain properties

1. a flat amplitude spectrum and

2. a group delay which varies linearly with frequency.

In view of this observation we choose the phase +(k) such that the-group delay T(k) decreases linearly with frequency (figure 6).

Noise is added to a linear group delay. The reason why we add noise

to T (k) is the following. When the sign of the chirp signal is

taken (in the time domain) the spectrum is severely distorted. It is

known that these effects can be reduced by adding dithering to the

signal, which is accomplished by lIeans of the noise. The noise is

chosen (uniformously) random between -Ar and 'r' where Ar denotes

the aaximum magnitude of the noise.

Ar can be chosen such that the F2 Is aaximized. The aaximal value of

the group delay equals N. For binary sequence the aaximum aagnitude

of the noise should equal 12.5 % of N to obtain large values for F
2

•

This resul t was obtained by computer experiments. For ternary and

quinary sequences this magnitude was chosen to be 5 %. (Ternary and

quinary sequences will be discussed In paragraph 3.4) The reason for

lowering the aagnitude is a better approximation of the chirp signal

as the number of amplitude levels increases. It is therefore not

desirable to deviate from the group delay of a chirp signal as much

as with binary sequences. We have indeed obtained better results

using this quasi linear group delay than by choosing a completely
arbitrary phase.
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Beenker observed that most of the Golay sequences resembled

chirp-like sequences or cyclic shifted versions thereof. This cyclic

shift is taken over a period equalling the length of the desmearing

filter (N). A better search aethod takes these shifted versions into

account. It seems that such an expansion of our search aethod to

cyclic shifted chirp-like sequences can be done straightforwardly. A

cyclic shif t over, say nO samples, results in a aul tiplicat ion by
kn

w 0 in the frequency domain of an N point DFT. Which aeans a shift

over a constant nO in the whole frequency doaain. However an K point

'FT is used in our search aethod (K()N). A cyclic shift over a

period of N points is certainly not equivalent to a aultiplfcation
kn

by w 0 in the frequency domain for an M point 'FT. Moreover the

group delay does not equal zero at M/4 anyaore by shifting the group

delay over a constant nO. An extension of our search aethod to

cyclic shifts of the tiae sequence is therefore not as siaple as it

seems to be.

3.4 Non-binary sequences

The method described above can be generalized from binary sequences

to non-binary sequences having large values for F1 and F2. Our

aethod now should account for optimization of both F1 and F2 since

aultilevel sequences no' longer have identical first aerit factors.

Binary sequences evolve from quantization of a real aequence (figure

4). The quantization for binary sequences siaply consists of taking

the sign of each element of a real sequence. The aethod can be

generalized to non-binary sequences by changing this quantization.

Any binary smearing filter of length N has the same value for F1

(II). Ternary, quinary or in general non-binary smearing filters of

length N do not have the same value for F1 anymore. The two

constraints imposed on the smearing filters (8 and 10) result in

different amplitudes for the desmearing filter. Different amplitudes

cause different values for Fl.

We are interested in smearing filters having large values for both

F I and F2 • We consider a smearing filter to be the 'best' if it has

the largest F2 of all sequences exceeding a certain minimum value of
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Fl·
Binary sequences yield the maximum value for F

1
, i.e. V N (11). The

minimum value of the first merit factor was taken to be 1/2.\/2

times this maximum value.

We have an additional problem with sequences having an odd number of

amplitude levels. The head and taU of such a sequence can be zero

(i.e. b(O)-O or b(N-l)-O), its effective length is less than N. The

effective length of a amearing filter 1s allowed to be less than N

1n our program.
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4. Results ideal transmission system

4.1 Binary sequences

The best values of F2 as a function of the length N of the sequence

are given in figure 7. "The value of F2 decreases slightly as the

length of the sequence increases. This is a good result, bearing in

.ind that the complexity of our problem increases exponentially as a

function of the length N.

Beenker [2] lists the best values ever found for F2 with the

corresponding binary sequences. We would like to know how our

results are outlined against the results of Beenker's review. It.

comparison of our resul ts and Beenker's values for F2 , is given in

figure 8.

The x-axis of figure 8 should be divided into three intervals for

Beenker's values of F2. By exhaustive computer search, the .aximum

second .erit factors up to N • 32 have been found. Up to N • 59, the

maximum second merit factors of skew-symmetric sequences of odd

length have been found. From N • 61 on the best (not necessarily

maximum) second .erit factors of skew-symmetric sequences have been

listed by Beenker. Hore and more restrictions are imposed as the

length of the sequence increases.

Beenker included the results of our .ethod. We see that our .ethod

gives reasonably good results. The problem of judging the

performance of the search .ethod is that the actual optimum value

for F
2

is not known.

The upper bound of the second merit factor of very long sequences is

also given in figure 8 (15). The question which remains is how close

can one actually approach this upper bound for a given length N.

We shall now return to the design of smear ing fil ters. It can be

seen in figure 8 that for minimizing the intersymbol interference,

one should chose a low value for the length of the desmearing

filter. However minimizing the intersymbol interference is not the

only criterion for designing smearing filters, one has to obtain a

large impulse noise suppression as well. The impulse noise

suppression increases wi th an increasing length of the desmearing
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filter. The first merit factor equals the square root of the length

of the filter for all binary filters (11). By demanding a minimum

value for F} one implicitly specifies a minimum value for the length

of the desmearing filter.

4.2 Ternary and quinary sequences

A lot of attention in literature has been focussed on obtaining long

binary .equencea with large values for F2 [2,3,4]. So far, little

attention has been paid to long ternary .equences with high Ivalues

of F2 and F}. The advantage of using ternary filters instead of

binary filters is that F2 therewith increases while retaining almost

the same value for Fl. Our method was primarily devised for

obtaining ternary or quinary .equences with high values for F2 •

In our program, we calculated the two merit factors of a given

sequence. We consider a .mearing filter to be the 'best' if it has

the largest F2 of all .equences exceeding a certain minimum value of

Fl. The minimum value of the first merit factor was taken to be

1/2.\/2.\/N.

The results for the 'best' sequences as function of the length N,

are depicted in figure 9 and 10. Figure 9 and 10 depict the first

and .econd merit factors, respectively, of the corresponding 'best'

.equences. The value of F2 for binary, ternary and quinary .equences

decreases slightly as the length of the sequence increases. This is

a good resul t, bearing in mind that the complexity of our problem

increases exponentially as a function of the length N. F2 increases

as the Dumber of different amplitude levels increases, while F}

slightly decreases.

Moharir [5] tried recently to find similar ternary .equences as we

are trying to find. Moharir defines only one quality factor Q for

each sequence. This quality factor can be expressed in our merit

factors F} and F2 as follows
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Q • (31)

It is obvious that sequences having large values of both F1 and F2
will have a large value of Q. Moharir requires that the end elements

of a ternary sequence should always be non-zero elements (i.e.
b(O) ~ 0 and b(N-I) ~ 0). This means that the effective length of a

sequence should equal the given length, N.

We have adapted our program to find eequences with a good quality

factor Q and with an effective length N. A comparison between

Moharir's results and our best results is given in figure 11.

Moharir did Dot give any result for the lengths 13, 69 and 73.
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SECTION 2

5. MODEL

I.S.D.N. Transmission system.

5.1 Introduction

The existing analog telephone network will gradually evolve into an

all digital network the integrated .ervices digital network

(I.S.D.N.). This network will be .uited for the .imultaneous

tran8mission of digitized .peech and other types of digital

information. It i8 important to look for tran8mi8sion aethods which

can be used in the existing local network. For, a considerable part

of the costs to con8truct a telephone network i8 formed by the costs

of the cable itself and by the costs of laying the cable between the

.ubscriber and first telephone exchange. By only changing the

transmitter/receiver units of a telephone 8ystem one can obtain a

digital transmission system and reduce the new investments.

The actual subscriber cable network 8uffers from the effects of

concentrated pulse-like disturbances occurring at irregular

instants, called impulse noise. Impulsive noise aay arise from

crosstalk of dialing 8ignals in neighboring wire pairs. Little

at tention has been paid in the design of transmission units to

reduce impulsive noise. The effects of this kind of noise can become

predominant on 8witched connections, especially at higher data

rates. There are several ways to combat impulsive noise,

1. using error correction codes,

2. trying to reduce the cross coupling of wire pairs,

3. applying smearing filters.

In section 1 we have considered a transmission system with a perfect

channel between the transmitter and receiver together with a simple

Wlodel for impulsive noise. In this section 8mearing filters are

devised for an I.S.D.N. transmission system. A more realistic model

for impulsive noise is used in our design method.

A premise to the design of 8mearing filters is that they are easy to

implement. On one side this means that both smearing fil ters can
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easily be inserted into the hardware configuration of an loS.D.N.

transmission unit. On the other hand t it means that these filters

should have impulse responses which are strongly quantized. Fort if

the impulse response of both filters consists entirely of binary

coefficients then the corresponding filters can be implemented

without the need for complicated multiplications, but with simple

additions. These filters are therefore well suited for integration.

The main problem in the design of these filters is amount of

inter symbol interference caused by these filters as these filters

have strongly quantized coefficients.

5.2 Characteristic impulse noise

The goal of this section is to determine a realistic .odel, a

characteristic pulse, for impulsive noise on the basis of those

.easured pulses. A realistic .odel for i.pulse noise is needed to

design the desmearing filter and to evaluate the suppression of

impulse noise of a given desmearing filter.

The impulse noise has been modeled in section 1 as a del ta pulse.

The model for impulse noise is incorrect for I.S.D.N. transmission

systems. Impulse disturbances have been .easured by the P. T. T. on

different sites throughout the country and at different points in

time. The spectral deneity function of the .easured disturbances is

not flat in the considered frequency band, i.e. up to 152 kHz.

The disturbances have been recorded by an 8 bit transient recorder

with a sample frequency of 2 MHz. The gain of a pre amplifier

between the data line and the analog digital converter (A.D.C.) of

the transient recorder could be adjusted in order to use the full

span of the A.D.C •• The transient recorder started recording the

disturbed signal on the data line when the amplitude of the signal

exceeded a certain threshold level. Per measurement, 2048 samples

have been taken.

The question which arises now is how to construct a characteristic

pulse out of the 530 measured disturbances.

One could take an arbitrary disturbance and design' the smearing

filters on the basis of this disturbance. However t one does not want
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a filter which suppresses only this arbitrary disturbance, but one

wants a filter which suppresses all of the disturbances.

One could ask oneself whether all disturbances should be equally

well suppressed. For, a disturbance with a larger maximum amplitude

causes a transmission error with a larger probability than a

disturbance with a lower maximum amplitude. Should those two

disturbances than be equally suppressed by the desmearing filter? On

the other hand one might bring forward that the maximum amplitude is

of no concern, because the amplitude depends on the leographical

site where the disturbance vas measured. The same disturbance might

occur at other leographical sites with different (larger) amplitudes

and therefore with different energy contents. This last argument

prevailed in our considerations. We calculated an average over all

measured disturbances after normalizing the energy of the

disturbance.

An obvious average is a time domain average. The first problem

emerging now is how to compare the different disturbances in order

to average them. The time shifts needed therefore to average the

mutual disturbances can follow two ways. The disturbances can be

shifted such that the beginning of the disturbances coincide or such

that the maximal values of the disturbances coincide. This also

means that the disturbances would only be correlated in a relatively

small interval compared to the average length of the disturbances

around the .aximum value of the average of all disturbances. The

average of all disturbances would be zero in that interval. A time

domain average therefore does not yield a valuable average for

impulse disturbances.

A minimum phase requirement has been imposed on some of the pul ses

to check whether a minimum phase assumption is correct. The

difference between the original pulse and the minimum phase pulse in

the time domain was found to be merely a delay. A minimum phase

assumption for the characteristic pulse seems therefore reasonable.

The second reason why a time domain average can not yield a valuable

average is that this time domain average does not necessarily have a

minimum phase characteristic.

An average calculated in the frequency domain will give a better

result. The average is calculated only on the amplitude
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characteristics. The phase characteristic of the characteristic

pulse has been calculated with a minimum phase requirement using a

Hilbert transform.

An average can be taken of the amplitude characteristics (AC

average), the power spectral density function (PDF average) and the

power spectral density function in dB's (PDFdB average). These

averages give different characteristic pulses. The PDF

characteristic pulse and the PDFdB pulse did Dot differ much from

the AC characteristic pulse. This aeans that we do Dot have to

expect essential differences for the values of '1' when we design a

desmearing filter with one of these average pulses. The experiments

confirm that essential differences do Dot occur.

The AC characteristic pulse and its a.plitude-frequency

characteristic, respectively, are depicted 1n figures 12 and 13

respectively. The amplitude frequency characteristic for frequencies

above 300 kHz is determined by the quantization Doise floor of the
8A.D.C •• The 8 bit A.D.C. distinguishes between 2 levels. A maximum

-8 ..
quantization error of 2 times the aaximum value of the A.D.C. is

made in each sample taken. This means that the quantization noise

floor of the A.D.C. lies at 20 log 2-8 • -50 dB.

5.3 Hodel of the transmission system

The transmission model of section 1 has been kept simple from the

outset. We shall now try to design smearing filters for an I.S.D.N.

transmission system. First, a brief description of an I.S.D.N.

transmission system will be given.

The source of the transmission system generates a binary

uncorrelated data string xn with a baud rate of 152 kbits/sec (see

figure 14). A scrambler may be used to transform a correlated data

Btring into a pseudo random data string xn • The transmission system

uses the so-called alternated mark inversion (A.H.I.) line code. The

AMI line coder consists of two parts, a Don linear part (precoder)

and a linear part (encoding function). The transmitted signal is

disturbed by crosstalk, modeled as coloured noise nw(t), and impulse
noise ( p(t) ). In our model p(t) represents the characteristic
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impulse noise of paragraph 5.2 occurring at irregular instants. As

in paragraph we assume that the distance between two adjacent pulses

is larger than the length of the impulse response of the desmearing

fil ter. The receiving f11 ter suppresses all the noiBe outside the

information bandwidth. A Bample and hold circuit is placed after the

receiving filter. The Bampling frequency. FB• equals 152 kHz. The

sampling interval iB denoted as T •
s

For long distances between transmitter and receiver equalization of

the cable characteriBtics is necessary. The intersymbol

interference. caused by the received signal. is of the trailing type

and is coped with by using an adaptive decision feedback equlalizer

(D.F.E.). The feedback filter (F.B.F.) removes this trailing

inter symbol interference in its span.

The smearing filter is placed in the linear part of the transmission

uni t. The desmearing fil ter is placed iamediately after the sample

and hold circuit and in front of the DFE.

The simplified aodel for designing the smearing filters in an

I.S.D.N. environment is depicted in figure 15. The impulse response

of the channel is formed by convolution of the impulse responses of

the encoding function. the receiving filter and the used cable.

The filtered noise ( pf (t) ) is formed by convolution of thec
impulsive noise. pet). and the receiving filter. The impulse noiBe

is not correlated with the transmitted signal. The noise pfCn)

arises from the time continuous filtered noise pf (t) which is beingc
sampled :

pfCn) • pf (nT +T).c s (2)

where T denotes the relative phase of the filtered impulse noise

and the desired signal (0 < T < T ).
- s

In the receiver the interBymbol interference is dealt with by a DFE.

The two smearing filters are in practice not exactly complementary.

The presence of both smearing fil ters in the transmission system

caUBes therefore extr a in tersymbol inter ference. The DFE could in

principle remove part of this extra intersymbol interference.
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Smearing filters introduce intersymbol interference of the preceding

and trailing type. The DFE can not remove the intersymbol

interference of the preceding type. Moreover smearing filters

introduce however inteTsymbol interference over a much larger span

than the DFE can handle. The span of the DFE cannot be enlarged due

to problems with error propagation and hardware complexity in such a

large DFE. Therefore a high degree of complementari ty has to be

demanded from the smearing filters. The DFE has been discarded in

our model for designing smearing filters as the span of the DFE is

negligible relative to the span of the impulse response of the

cascade of both smearing fil ters. Taking the operation of the DFE

into account viII result in a marginal i.provement of the

intersyabol interference caused by both s.earing filters.

5.4 The aerit factor F1

As we have formulated a new model for our transmission system, we

have to define new performance aeasures vhich are of course closely

related to the performance aeasures of section 1.

The merit factor F
1

is a measure for the impulse noise suppression.

F1 is defined as the quotient of the .aximal impulse disturbance

wi thout smearing fil ters and the .aximal impulse disturbance with

smearing filters (4). I.mediately from the definition of Fl' a

formula follows for F1

maximum pf (t)
c

t

•

maximum (pf*dsm)(n)

n,T

(33)

The question which arises is what values of F1 are feasible. We will

address this question by means of the following simple argument. The
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energy in the time domain of a time discrete pulse equals the

summation of the squared values of the samples. The impulse noise

and smeared impulse noise can approximately be modeled as pulses

with a constant amplitude Ai and As respectively during Li and Ls
bit intervals respectively (figure 16). We can obtain insight in the

attainable F1 without complicated aathematical exercises by this

simplification. The desmearing filter does not change the energy of

the aignal nor the apectral density function of the noise as will be

discussed in paragraph 5.5. This leads to the energy equation :

A2
• Li • A2 • L (34)i s s

with

F • A I A · J( L I Li ), (35)
I i s s

as the aaximum values of the impulse responses of the impulse noise

and smeared impulse noise respectively are Ai and As respectively.

Ls equals approximately the length of the desmearing filter (N), as

the length of the desmearing filter is much larger than the length

of the impulse noise. Formula (35) therefore becomes :

F •
I,achievable J (36)

This formula is in accordance with the upper bound for F1 in section

I (11).
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5.5 The merit factor F
2

The presence of the two smearing filters in the transmission system

gives rise to intersymbol interference. If the impulse response of

the transmission system without smearing filters is given by h(n),

then the impulse response of the transmission system with smearing

filters is a disturbed version of h(n), h(n-NO)+ fj(n), where NO is

the delay caused by the amearing filters. For good aignal detection

at the receiving end, the additional cOllponent (3(n) aust be allall

compared to h(n). As our next de.ign criterion, we introduce
I

therefore the aecond aerit factor '2 :

aax Ih(n) I
F •2

(3n

The impulse response of the system with smearing filters is (figure

15): (sm*h*dsm)(n). The function (3 which determines '2 equals by

definition :

fj(n) a ( 8m • h • dsm )(n) - h(n - No)' (38)

The effect of a non perfect channel on the merit factor F2 can best

be explained in the frequency domain

-k.N
B(k) • SM(k).H(k).DSM(k) - H(k).W 0, (39)

j 2 1r 1M
where W-e and B(k), SM(k), DSM(k) and H(k) denote the discrete

Fourier transforms of (3(n), 8m(n) dsm(n) and h(n) respectively. If

the smearing filter is chosen complementary to the desmearing filter
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(as in section 1), i.e.

sm(n) • dsm(NO-n),

then B(k) becomes

2 -k N
B(k). ( I DSM(k) I - 1) .H(k).W ·0

and

I B( k) 1
2

• ( I DSM ( k) 1
2

- 1 ) 2 • I H( k ) 1
2

Formula (37) can be written as using Parseval's relation

(40)

(41)

(42)

max Ih(n) I lIax Ih( n) I
F •2

n

•
11M L

k

(43)

The deviation of IDSM(k)1
2

from 1 is measured by a weighting

function IH(k) 1
2 • The deviation is considered to be more severe in

the passband than in the stopband of the channel. The desmearing

filter and the complementary smearing filter should have an all pass

characteristic in the passband of the channel. One essentially

demands that the modulus of the transfer function is nat in the

passband to obtain a large value for F2 in a non perfect

transmission system.
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5.6 Design constraints for smearing filters

One of the two imposed constraints on the smearing filters is that

the power of the transmitted signal is fixed. This constraint leads

to equation (44) as the input signal x(n) is uncorrelated and can

take values from the alphabet {-I,+I}.

n

2
sm (n) • 1 (44)

The value of F1 can stUl be made arbitrarily large by decreasing

the gain of the desmearing filter. The coefficients of the

desmearing filter are therefore constrained by the requirement that

the aaxiaum amplitude of the equivalent impulse response of the

transmission system with and without smearing filters, respectively,

are both equal to unity :

aax I hen) I • aax I (sm*h*dsm)(n) I • I
o n

(45)

In the ideal case, the effect of the cascade of the two smeariog

f il ters on the data signal should be a .ere delay over, say, NO

samples, i.e. the impulse response of the cascade should equal

() (O-NO). From this approximation of the cascade of both smearing

filters it follows that :

(s.*h*dsm)(n) a h(n-NO), (46)

which means that the maximum value of the right side in equation 45

is obtained for n-NO (if the maximum of hen) is obtained for n-O).

The right hand side of equation (45) can therefore be written as :
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I (sm*h*dsm)(N
O

) I = 1 (47)

Equation (47) formulates the second constraint which has to be

imposed on the smearing filters.
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6. Considerations for optimization

6.1 Search method

Our search method for smearing filters in an I.S.D.N. environment is
in principle the same as our search lIethod of section 1. Like in

section 1 we impose restrictions on our search for good smearing

filters. These restrictions are :

1. the smearing fil ter is chosen complementary to the desmearing

fil ter,

2. a confinement to skew-symmetric sequences for the corresponding

smearing filters,

3. a confinement to smearing fil ters which are well suited for

integration : the coefficients of the filters are only allowed to

assume either binary or ternary or quinary values.

The calculation of both lIerit factors is changed in accordance with

this section (33) and (43). In formula 33 for F1 we have to bear in

mind that T is in principle a continuous variable. The measured

disturbances have been recorded and processed digitally. The

characteristic pulse is available with a Bample frequency of

4.864 KHz (32 tilles 152 kHz). This means

interval of our transmission system are

that 32 samples per bit

available. By computer

experiments we have found that 8 values for T are necessary to

obtain a F1 with a error smaller than one tenth of a percentage when

compared to the value obtained for F1 with 32 values for T • In

stead of lIaximizing equation (33) for F1 for a continuous variable

T, we maximize equation (33) for eight values for T The

calculation of the amplitude of the desmearing filter has been

carried out according to equation (47).

So far we have adapted only the evaluation parameters, i.e. F1 and

F2 , of a given pair of smearing filters. In the next paragraph we

point out how a pair of smearing filters can be designed for an

I.S.D.N. environment.
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6.2 Contemplations for F
1

F1 is defined as the quotient of the maximal impulse disturbance

without and with smearing filters in paragraph 5.4. A frequency

domain specification of the filters, such as a flat amplitude

spectrum with a quasi linear group delay characteristic. is needed

in the initialization of the search aethod described in paragraph

6.1. It is however impossible to transform the operation naaximum

value of" into frequency domain operation(s). A varying group delay

characteristic of the desmearing filter causes different frequency

components of the disturbance to arrive at different time instants.

Such a separation of frequency components does not guarantee a

ainimum amplitude of the smeared impulse.

The impulse noi8e has a negligible spectral content above 25 kHz.

The group delay should change in the frequency band where the

spectral density function of the impulse noi8e is large. Por. a

different delay of frequency components with low amplitudes will not

lead to a lower maximum amplitude of the 8meared impulse noise

pf(n). Furthermore. attention to F2 to be paid as well. Optimized

skew-symmetric desmearing filters with a linear group delay have a

high values for F
2

•

The behavior in the fundamental interval i8 important for discrete

time filters. The behavior of the filter at an arbitrary frequency

(ranging from zero to infinity) is determined by a repetition of the

fundamental interval. The amplitude characteristic of desmearing

filter should be flat. This lIeans that the amplitude of the transfer

function outside the fundamental interval i8 flat as well (see

figure 17). The desmearing filter is now designed as if the sample

frequency of the desmearing filter would equal 76 kHz. The

fundamental interval of the transmitted signal extends from -152 kHz

to 152 kHz. The sampling frequency of the de8mearing filter is named

the design frequency to distinguish between the sample frequency of

the I.S.D.N. transmission system and the sample frequency of the

desmearing filter. The design frequency of the desmearing filter

equals 76 kHz.
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6.3 Contemplations for F
2

The method in section 1 to obtain high values for the desmearing

filter was to start with a chirp-like frequency spectrum. The effect

of a non perfect channel upon F
2

is that the deviation from a flat

transfer function is multiplied by a weighting function (see 42).

The deviation is considered to be more severe in the passband than

in the stopband of the channel. F2 can be improved by creating a

flat transfer function in the passband rather than over the whole

frequency range. We adapt the amplitude spectrum only in the

passband. The amplitude spectrum in the stopband remains the same.
I

The smaller emphasis on the stopband gives aore freedom in the

design. This freedom will result in an iaprovement of the 'flatness'

in the passband. A disadvantage is that the design will be more

sensitive to differing channel properties. The transmission system

considered in paragraph 5.3, with an AMI line coder, has as a nearly

flat amplitude characteristic. It is not worthwhile to adapt only

the amplitude spectrum in the passband for this specific

transmission system. For transmission systems that use another line

code however it may be worthwhile to investigate the adaption only

in the passband.
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7. Results for I.S.D.N ••

In our computer experiments we have used a model for a 5 km

polyethylene cable (0.5 mm cross section). The receiv.ing filter

described in [6] was used and it causes less intersymbol

interference in combination with a DFE when compared to conventional

receiving filters.

7.1 Results for F
I

To judge the resul ts for Fl' one has to k.now the length of the

impul se Doise first to get an estimate of the achievable Fl. The

characteristic pulse stretches itself out over approximately 16 bit

intervals (at a bit frequency of 152 k.bit!s). The characteristic

pulse can Dot be modeled as a pulse with a constant (maximum)

amplitude Ai during Li bit intervals a; in paragraph 5.4. The energy

in the time domain of a time discrete pulse is given by the

summation of the samples squared :

n
( Ai • max pf(n)

n
) (48)

maxhaal values for F2 , without a

smearing filters of equal time

The effective length (Leff ) equals 9.5. We use Leff in

in equation (36).

Table 1 gives an overview of the

constraint for FI , of quinary

duration of the impulse responses.

stead of Li
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Design frequency number of coefficients (by that design frequency)

152 kHz,

76 kHz,

50 kHz,

127

63

43

F1 • 2.400

F1 • 2.910

F1 • 3.031

F 2 • 4.025

F 2 • 4.512

F 2 • 4.524

F1,achievable • 3.656

Table 1 Comparison of quinary smearing filters baving equal

time duration of their impulse responses.

We can see that F1 increases, while F2 increases as the design

frequency decreases. F2 increases because it is easier to find a

short sequence with a good F2 than a long one. Table 2 gives an

overview of the maximal values for F2 , again without a constraint

for F1 • Now a comparison is made between filters with the same

number of coefficients, in this case 127.

number of

amplitude levels 152 kHz

Design frequency

76 kHz 50kHz

2 2.544 I F1 •

2.104 I F 2 •

4.412 I F1 •

2.017 I F 2 •

6.081

1.954

3 I F1 • 2.385 I F1 • 3.832 I F1 • 5.280

I F2 • 2.557 I F2 • 2.541 I F2 • 2.513

-------------------------------------------
5 I F1 • 2.400 I F1 • 3.992 F1 • 4.919

I F2 • 4.025 I F2 • 4.220 F2 • 4.086

( F ..
1 ,achievable 3.656 5.171 6.333 )

Table 2 : Comparison of filters all having 127 coefficients.
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A comparison which, at first glance, is not fair because the time

duration of the impulse responses is different. The impulse response

of a filter with a design frequency of 76 kHz stretches itself out

over a double number of bit intervals compared to a filter with a

design frequency of 152 kHz having an equal number of coefficients.

However, every second coef ficient of the impulse response of the

desmearing filter with a design frequency of 76 kHz, is chosen to be

zero.

The increase in F1 as the design frequency decreases is aainly

caused by lengthening the impulse response of the filters which is

doubled at a design frequency of 76 kHz and tripled at a {design

frequency of 50 kHz. We can aee for each number of amplitude level

that F1 increases by lowering the design frequency from 152 kHz to

50 kHz and that F2 remains constant (except for 2 levels where we

have a very poor F
2
1).

Binary or ternary filters up to approximately 256 bit intervals can

be implemented by pr~sent-day technology. F1 becomes larger with an

increasing length of the desmearing filter. The best result for

ternary smearing filters is depicted in figure 18. Both amearing

filters have 255 coefficients and have a design frequency of 50 kHz.

The merit factors of these smearing filters are F1 • 7.326 and

F2 • 2.707. The characteristic pulse and the ameared characteristic

pulse are depicted on the aame acale in figure 1.

The impulse responses of the best quinary amearing filters are

depicted in figure 19. Both filters have 127 coefficients and have a

design frequency of 50 kHz. The aerit factors of these amearing

filters are F • 4.996 and F • 4.775.
1 2

We have restricted ourselves to akew-symmetric aequences. We have

also obtained results without this akew-symmetry constraint. We have

to confine ourselves to lengths equalling powers of two as the

interpolation formula (paragraph 3.2) is closely ·connected with

akew-symmetry. The group delay was chosen to be quasi linear in the

initialization of our aearch method. The average of our group delay

ranged from N/2 at zero to -N/2 at M/2. The corresponding sequence

resembles a skew-symmetr ic sequence. The F2 of the corresponding

sequences equal approximately the F2 of skew-symmetric sequences
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having nearly the same length. The search method does not yield a

lower value for F2 by restricting the search to skew-symmetric

sequences.

7.2 Results for measured impulse noise

Assume now, that we have obtained a pair of smearing filters. As a

proof of the pudding, one would like to know what effect the

desmearing filter has on the original aeasured disturbances. As in

paragraph 5.2 we consider each disturbance to be equally important,

independent of its aaximum amplitude. Therefore we define F1 for

each aeasured disturbance as the quotient of the aaximum amplitude

of that disturbance without and with a desmearing fil ter at the

detector. By calculating F1 for all aeasured disturbances, one

obtains a set of values for Fl. We are interested in the

distribution of the values for F
1

in that set.

The average value for F1 taken over all measured disturbances is

found to equal half of the value for F1 found for the characteristic

pulse. A histogram is shown in figure 20. The worst value for F1 is

slightly less than one. This means that the maximal amplitude of the

impulse noise increases after passing through the desmearing filter.

The difference between the pulse with the worst value for F1 and the

characteristic pulse is that these pulses do not look alike nor in

the time domain nor in the spectral density function, i.e. the worst

pulse is a-typical.

The passband of the receiving filter used in our computer

experiments coincides with the frequency band where the spectral

density of the (characteristic) impulse noise is large. This is not

the case with conventional receiving filters. Therefore better

results for the impulse noise suppression can be expected if

conventional receiving filters would be used.
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8. Post processing smearing filters for I.S.D.N ••

In this chapter a method is described to increase F2 of a given pair

of smearing filters while retaining almost the Bame value for Fl.

This method is not an integral part of our Bearch method as

described in the previous chapters. The Bmearing filters obtained by

our search aethod serve as a Btarting point for the method described

in thiB chapter.

The Bmearing filter up to DOW has been chosen complementary to the

desmearing filter. The ca8cade of Bmearing and des.earing filter has

therefore a linear phase as function of the frequency. Its amplitude

characteristic however is Dot flat. The cascade Bhould in the ideal

case have a linear phase and a flat a.plitude characteristic,

corresponding with a delta pulse in the tiae domain. An increase of

F2 can be achieved by designing a Bmearing filter Buch that the

ca8cade would have an approximately linear phase and a Dearly flat

amplitude. Such a aethod is described 1n (1]. The coefficients of-
the smearing filter are computed for a given desmearing filter such

that the optimum value for F2 is obtained. The desmearing filter

remains the 8ame apart from its amplitude. The length of the

smearing filter aay be taken larger than that of the desmearing

filter to obtain larger values for F2 • The best results can be

expected if the coefficients of the desmearing filter are chosen to

already yield a large value of F
2

•

The coefficients of the post processed B.earing filter can assume

arbitrary real values. This has little impact on the complexity of

the filters. As the input data of the smearing filter can only have

a very restricted number of amplitude levels, this fil ter can be

realized using the principle of weighting accumulation (1].

Figure 21 depict8 the result of this optimization procedure for F2
(F2 • 8.510) with the quinary desmearing filter of 7.1. An

improvement of 3 dB has been obtained by taking the length of the

Bmearing filter to be twice the length of the desmearing filter

(Figure 22, F2 • 15.607).
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Conclusions

In this report we have studied the design of smearing filters for a

highly idealized model of a data transmission system as well as for

a more elaborate model representing an I.S.D.N. transmission system.

The filters were restricted to have binary, ternary or quinary

coefficients so as to facilitate their digital implementation. For

both models we have observed that the intrinsic intersymbol

interference introduced by the filters can be considerably reduced

at the expense of some additional complexity by increasing the

number of amplitude levels of their coefficients.

For the idealized system we found that our method achieves results

which compare well to the previous established ones, and which are

even favourable for large lengths of the filter impulse responses.

The small bandwidth compared to the data signal of the pulse-like

disturbances occurring in I.S.D.N. transmission systems have led us

to consider filters with an increased coefficient spacing, which

were shown to allow a complexity reduction by a factor 3 over their

straightforward counterparts. For this situation we found that

average pulse suppression factors of roughly 3 are feasible in

conjunction with acceptable intrinsic intersymbol interference

figures, and at an overall complexity which designates the

integration of the filters as feasible. We are therefore tempted to

conclude that the application of smearing filters in I.S.D.N.

transmission systems deserves serious consideration.
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Appendix A

Interpolation formula

In chapter 3.2 we aentioned that we need an interpolation formula in

the frequency domain which guarantees that M-N consecutive time

samples are zero after using an inverse FFT. The interpolation

formula changes some of the frequency components.

The interpolation formula is devised under the assumptions that the

sequence should be real and skew-symmetric. A sequence z(-L), •••• ,

z(L) of odd length N • 2 L + 1 is called skew-symmetric if

n
z(-n) • (-1) zen)

zen) • 0

n • 0, 1, ••• ,L

n ~ -(L+1), or n > L+1

(A 1)

The following equation holds for the periodically continuation of

z(n), say, I(n)

n n
I(n) • (-1) I(-n). (-1) I(M-n) 0<n<M-1 (A 2)

We have to consider len) only for 0~nS-M/2 as the other values for

I(n) can be obtained by skew-symmetric extension (A 2). The premise

for the interpolation formula (see figure A 1) is than

I(n) • 0 (A 3)

We can obtain an interpolation formula by inspecting the formula for

an inverse FFT directly. Let Z(k) be the discrete Fourier transform
j 211" 1Mof len) with w-e, , then
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!(n) -
1

M

M-l

k-O

Z(k) nk
w (A 4)

We shall now use the requirement that l(n) is real

Z(K-k) - Z(k)

to obtain :

O<k<M-l (A 5)

K/2-1

M !(n) - Z(O) + (_1)0 Z(K/2) + 2 ~

k-O

ok
Ie { Z(k) v } (A 6)

(Note that Z(O) and Z(M/2) are real a. veIl.) It cao be easily

verified that

Z(K/2-k) - Z(k) (A 7)

using (A 2) and (A 4). We DOW use (A 1) to obtain

M l(n) - { 1 + (_I)n } Z(O) + 2 Ie { jO Z(K/4) } +

M/4-1

2 ~ Ie { Z(k) ( vok + (_I)n w-nk ) }

k-l

(A 8)

Distinguishing the odd and even values of 0 we can write (A 8) as
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1
M 1(21) • 2 Z(O) + 2 (-1) Re

M/4-14E
k-l

Z(M/4) } +

21k
Re { Z( k ) } Re {w }

(A 9 a)

i
M l(2i+l) • -2 (-1) 1m { Z(M/4)} +

M/4-1
- 4 E 1m { Z(k) } 1m {w(2i+l)k }

k-l

(A 9 b)

The real part of the frequency apectrum determines the even values

of I(n). The iaaginary part of the frequency apectrum determines the

odd values of l(n). Vice versa. the real and imaginary part can be

deter.ined aeparately if l(n) is known for the even and odd values

for D. respectively. We have to consider l(n) only for 0~n~M/2

(A 3). M/2-L relations do exist between the unknown frequency

components Re{Z(O)} ••••Re{Z(M/4)}. Im{Z(l)} •••• I.{Z(M/4)}. The

Dumber of unknown frequency components adds up to M/2-L. L+l

frequency components can still be chosen at liberty. just as L+l

values of a skew-symmetric sequence of length N can still be chosen

in the time domain (A 1).

Determination of the real part of the frequency spectrum

With the definition

y(O) a Z(O)/2. y(M/4). Re { Z(M/4) }/2

y(k) • Re { Z(K) } 1 ~ k ~ M/4-1.

equation (A 9 a) can be written as

(A 10)

M/4 !(2i) •

M/4

L 2ik
y(k) Re{ w } (A 11)

with (A 3) we now have that
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H/4

L
k-O

2ik
y(k) Re{w } - 0 (L div 2)+1 < i < H/4 (A 12)

where L div 2 is the integer division of L by two. Define

Ie KILO Ie wH/ 2.I Re K/LK/4w •••••• w

Ie w(K/2-1) .0 Re (M/2-I).I Ie (M/2-1) .H/4w •••••• w
D a • • •

• • . '

Ie w(L div 2+1).0 Ie (L div 2+1).1 Ie w(L div 2+1) .M/ 4w ••••

and

L a [yeO) y(I) •••••
T

y(M/4)] (A 13)

then equation (A 12) becomes

D.I. • .Q. (A 14)

dependent

like the

Equation (A 14) gives an implicit relation between dependent and

independent components which we will make explicit. There are

K/4-(L div 2) equations with M/4+I dependent variables and therefore

(L div 2)+1 independent variables. The independent and

variables form both a vector, say, II and I2 respectively

definition in (A 13) with corresponding matrices DI and D2 • Equation

(A 12) then becomes :

or (A 15)

Furthermore a choice has to be made which frequency components are

to be considered independent and which frequency components are to

be considered dependent and are therefore modified.

A self-evident choice is to consider y(O),
• • •• t

y(L div 2) as

independent frequency components. It appeared from computer tests
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that this choice was not suitahle. Errors, that could not be

neglected, occurred by the finite number representation of the

computer. We have found that the (L div 2)+1 independent components

y(k) can best be distributed over the interval O<k<M/4 yielding

satisfactorily finite precision results.

The interpolation formula (A 15) guarantees that K-N consecutive

time samples are zero after using an inverse FFT.

For determining the imaginary part (A 9 b) an analogous method is

applied. There are K/4-(L div 2)-(L mod 2) dependent and

L div 2+L aod 2 independent variables (L mod 2 is the remainlder of

the integer division of L by two).
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